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* Between 2010 and 2015 

online air sales will 

experience a 13% compound 

annual growth rate in the 

MEA region.

* Online hotel sales in Middle 

East and Africa over the 

period will grow by more 

than 12%. 

Source: Euromonitor International at the World Travel Market 

(WTM) Vision Conference-Dubai in May 2011.
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*100% of travel brands surveyed 

globally have a Facebook brand 

profile vs. 82% in 2011

*In Q3 2011, 51% of travel brands *In Q3 2011, 51% of travel brands 

cited an increase in traffic from 

Facebook to their web site

*50% of travel brands surveyed 

agreed that direct bookings were 

generated from social media

Source: Eyefortravel social media and mobile in the travel industry
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*“…40% of UK 

travellers are 

using social 

media to help 

research a 

holiday.”

Source: World Travel Market 2011 Industry Report
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* One third of holiday makers changed their 

hotel choice after consulting social media.

* 7% of people who used social media to book 

their holiday decided to change location 

(country) while 5% decided to switch airline.

Source: World Travel Market 2011
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United Airlines 

reputation damage 

on Youtube : on Youtube : 

*11 million views

*>28.000 comments
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* “The distribution and inventory costs of businesses 

successfully applying this strategy allow them to 

realize significant profit out of selling small volumes realize significant profit out of selling small volumes 

of hard-to-find items to many customers instead of 

only selling large volumes of a reduced number of 

popular items. The total sales of this large number 

of ‘non-hit items’ is called the Long Tail.”

Chris Anderson – The Long Tail
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* 57% via desktops

* 7% via mobile phones

* 6% via tablets

* 29% via travel agent, call-centre or 

brochures
Source: Econsultancy
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* 47% via desktops

* 4% via mobile phones* 4% via mobile phones

* 5% via tablets

* 44% via travel agent, call-centre or 

brochures
Source: Econsultancy
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* Research & book 

restaurants, hotels, 

car rental, museums

* Check-ins* Check-ins

* Wallet

* Key

* Share reviews 
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1. Mobile Swiss army knife : always & everywhere

2. Consumer media control vs. media consumption

3. Personal but digital across multiple touchpoints

4. “Authentic experiences” vs. just “holidays” 

5. Collaborative consumption (C2C)
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http://www.linkedin.com/in/vanderbeek

http://twitter.com/remcovanderbeek

remco.engage@gmail.com

www.engage-digital.eu


